tec 305
Lightweight professional glue gun

tec305

The
lightweight, professional glue gun offers unrivalled reliability, ease of use and exceptional adhesive melt rate for a glue gun of this
size. High quality, self-regulating heaters control the glue gun temperature and is designed to provide years of trouble free service. Suitable for schools,
colleges and out-workers where a safe, reliable glue gun is essential. Ideally suited to applications where small quantities of adhesive are required
repetitively in product assembly, packaging, and general use.

> Comfortable and easy to use.
> Reaches full operating temperature in just 5 minutes.
> Glue output of over 750 grams (1½lbs) per hour.
> Narrow profile aids visibility, allowing molten glue to be
placed with high accuracy.
> Runs on most voltages from 110V to 240V.
> Fitted with eco efficient self regulating 20W (150W) heaters.
> Adjustable full-hand lever trigger for optimum comfort
and metered shots.
> Multifunctional detachable base stand includes a
nozzle wrench.
> Illuminated ON/OFF switch.
> Weighs only 230g (8oz).
> Designed to use standard 12mm (½”) tecbond high
performance hotmelt glue sticks.
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> The tec 305 is built to comply with worldwide
industrial and electrical safety standards and is covered
by a full one-year warranty.
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extension nozzle
& rubber shroud

Takes 12mm (½”)
glue sticks
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Detachable stand Narrow profile to aid
with nozzle wrench
visibility
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ON-OFF switch

Comfortable to use
with adjustable
full-hand trigger
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Power adhesives Tec 305 Glue Gun options:
TEC305-12-UK : HOTMELT 190º with UK Mains plug.

TEC305LT-12-UK: LOWMELT 130º with UK Mains plug

TEC305-12-UK -KIT: HOTMELT 190º with UK Mains plug.
Kit content:
20 x Clear TECBOND 232-12-200, 1 x TEC MAT supplied in a plastic case.

TEC305-12-EU : HOTMELT 190º with EURO Mains plug.

TEC305LT-12-EU: LOWMELT 130º with EURO Mains plug

